Eat plants. For a change.

FOOD FINDER FOR
EATING PLANT-BASED
ON THE GO
Plant-based has gone mainstream.
Thanks to rapidly-rising consumer demand, cutting back on animal protein while you’re out on the town is easier than ever: chefs are
innovating and experimenting with healthier, plant-based dishes (without compromising on taste), and major restaurant chains are
offering convenient, plant-friendly choices for diners on a budget. The days of navigating meat-saturated menus for an unappealing
veggie burger—or being forced to play the role of demanding customer—are well and truly over.
Even better? There are a bunch of free, user-friendly tools at your disposal to make plant-based dining a snap, no matter where you
are in the world:
HappyCow: Perhaps the most popular plant-based meal finder out there, HappyCow offers a user-friendly desktop
and mobile app experience that allows you to quickly search your surrounding area for restaurants and meal
options, with a wide variety of cuisine filters at your disposal to suit just about any craving.
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ABillionVeg: This new, global app is all about bringing out the food critic within (and letting food companies know
that their customers want more delicious plant-based options!). Leave your own reviews of your plant-based meals
—it’s as simple as snapping a photo and briefly describing your eating experience—and see what others are saying
about restaurants near you. Bonus: every 10 reviews you leave gives you $10 to allocate to one of the many
animal charities listed by ABillionVeg, and there’s no limit to how much you can earn.
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vanilla bean: A popular food finder app from Germany, vanilla bean has officially touched down on American soil,
and brings with it info about thousands of restaurants across the country. The app not only shows you plant-based
choices in your area, it also allows you to dig deeper in your search: the platform lets you find food that’s vegan,
vegetarian, gluten-free, lactose-free, raw, organic, fair trade, local, and more. An indispensable tool for those
looking to drive change from their plates!
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Halla: Don’t feel like leaving the house? Halla has you covered, providing users access to over 25,000 restaurants
through popular delivery services like Postmates, Seamless, GrubHub, UberEats, and more. It’s not a plant-basedonly app, but it allows users to easily filter by dietary choice—and better yet, it learns your eating habits over time
to give you increasingly-tailored food recommendations, meaning ordering plant-based just got even faster.
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Vegetarian Journal’s Guide: If you’re looking for a quick list of plant-friendly restaurants near you, The Vegetarian
Resource Group has compiled a comprehensive list—just narrow your search by state and city to see the most
popular and critically-acclaimed picks. Whether you’re cruising your own neighborhood or exploring a new locale,
the Vegetarian Journal’s Guide is a super easy way to identify the standouts.
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Don’t have time (or space on your phone) to download a new app? Never fear! Though their information may not be as detailed,
some of the largest restaurant-finding platforms now cater to pro-plant foodies:
Yelp and TripAdvisor: These two popular business search apps have now integrated vegetarian and vegan filters
into their platforms, and have adapted their search engines to help you find non-veg restaurants that happen to
have good plant-based options, too!
Delivery services: Most of the common delivery apps—Postmates, Seamless, Eat24, GrubHub, EatStreet, UberEats,
and others—have also added filtering options that cater to plant-based enthusiasts.
City guides: Tourist guides to popular destinations frequently include vegan and vegetarian-specific restaurant
listings—especially helpful if you’re bitten by the plant-based bug while on vacation!

